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The International Linear Collider and Large Detector*

International Linear Collider (ILC) 
• Proposed            machine with √s = 250 GeV 

(upgradeable to 1 TeV) 
• Main goal: high precision measurements of 

Higgs boson properties 

e+e−

*http://www.linearcollider.org/ILC/Publications/Technical-Design-Report

http://www.linearcollider.org/ILC/Publications/Technical-Design-Report
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The International Linear Collider and Large Detector*

International Large Detector (ILD) 
• Designed to perform Particle Flow algorithms: 
• Large time projection chamber and silicon tracker  
• Highly granular calorimeters: 

• Electromagnetic (ECAL) 
• Hadronic (HCAL)

Particle FlowE = EECAL + EHCAL E = Etracker + EECAL + EHCALEHCALEECALEtracker

*http://www.linearcollider.org/ILC/Publications/Technical-Design-Report

International Linear Collider (ILC) 
• Proposed            machine with √s = 250 GeV 

(upgradeable to 1 TeV) 
• Main goal: high precision measurements of 

Higgs boson properties 

e+e−

http://www.linearcollider.org/ILC/Publications/Technical-Design-Report
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The Analog Hadron Calorimeter (AHCAL)
The AHCAL Technological Prototype 2018

WLS fiber (figure 4, design based on [8]) is easier to produce. Changing the SiPM position from
the side of the tile to the top would allow for the use of large scintillator plates [9] (“megatiles”)
which cover several SiPMs (figure 5). These di↵erent tile options also have implications for the
assembly and calibration procedure which are currently investigated.

Figure 3. AHCAL scin-
tillator tile with wavelength
shifting fiber

Figure 4. AHCAL scintil-
lator tile without wavelength
shifting fiber

Figure 5. Large AHCAL
scintillator tile (“megatile”)
for SiPMs mounted above
the tile

The layout of the AHCAL for the International Linear collider Detector (ILD) [10] is planned
to consist of two endcaps and a barrel, which is segmented into two rings along the beam
direction. Each of the half-barrels is further segmented into 16 half-octants with a thickness of
40 to 48 layers (figure 6). The layers in turn are segmented into 18 HCAL Base Units (HBUs)
arranged into 3 slabs with a length of 6 HBUs each (figure 7).

Figure 6. AHCAL barrel layout for ILD.
Figure 7. Layer structure of an AHCAL
barrel half-octant.

Several configurations with small numbers of HBUs have been operated successfully in the
lab and studied in beam tests. A slab with the full length of 6 HBUs (figure 8) was tested with
and without power pulsing in the lab and showed good signal uniformity over the full lenght of
the slab of 2.1m. A layer of 2*2 HBUs was calibrated with electrons from the DESY test beam
used as minimal-ionising particles (MIPs) and used to measure hit times in hadron showers in
the SPS test beam at CERN. Most recent, a stack of 8 HBUs (figure 9) was calibrated with
MIPs in the DESY test beam (figure 10) and then used to measure electron showers. The active
layers as well as the steel absorber have the geometry planned for ILD. As next step we plan to
partly equip an ILD sector such that a few layers can be used to identify the shower start and
a few larger layers can be used to measure the correlation of the size and the time of hits in a
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with individual readout by SiPMs 
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ILD AHCAL: In total ~8 million channels — scintillator tiles 
with individual readout by SiPMs 

AHCAL Technological Prototype 2018: 38 layers (of 24x24 
tiles each) alternating with 2cm steel absorber plates.  
In total: ~22000 channels, ~4λ.  

CERN SPS test beams: in May, June and October 2018 
prototype was tested with the e/µ/𝜋 beams

b e a m  l i n e

0,2cm
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Test beam studies
Motivation
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Beam tuning can not be done perfectly.  
⇒To investigate detector response to particles of 
given type we need to perform particle identification
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Observables

• Shower radius (r)


• Number of hits (nHits)

• Center of gravity in z (zcog)

• Fraction in first 25 layers (frac25)

• Shower start layer (st)

For particle ID 

Rshower =
∑Nhits

i=1 (xCoGi − xi)2 + (yCoGi − yi)2

Nhits e−
μ−

π−

μ−

e−

π−

μ−
e−

π−

π−π−

e−

μ− e−

μ−

nHits zcogr

frac25 st
Data:  
(later used as BDT training 
sample) 

•10GeV MC pions - 20k events  

•10GeV MC muons - 20k events  
•10GeV MC electrons - 20k 
events  
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Simulations vs. data
For particle ID variables. Work in progress…

μ−
TBJune 10GeV 
pion data 
17505 events

10GeV MC pions  
18811 events
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Same cuts to select pions

nHits zcogr

frac25 st

MC data sets simulated 

and fully reconstructed 

according to test beam 

setups using GEANT4 

routine (QGSP_BERT_HP 

physics list)

Used for cut adjustment 

and training/testing of BDT 
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Cut-based method
For particle ID 

e−
μ−

π−
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μ−
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π−π−
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μ− e−

μ−

nHits zcogr

frac25 st
Data:  
(later used as BDT training 
sample) 

•10GeV MC pions - 20k events  

•10GeV MC muons - 20k events  
•10GeV MC electrons - 20k 
events  

4 groups of events after 
applying rectangular cuts: 

• Muon-like events 

• Electron events 

• Rejected events (empty, 
multi-particle …) — not fully 
implemented yet 

• All the remaining events 
classified as hadron events
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Performance

Input.     Output Hadron events Muon-like events Electron events Empty (nHits < 30)

MC 10GeV pions 
20000 events

18811 events 
94%

536 events 
2,7%

653 events 
3,3%

Cut is not applied 
(0 events)

MC 10GeV muons 
20000 events

56 events 
0,3%

19941 events 
99,7%

3 events 
~0%

Cut is not applied 
(0 events)

MC 10GeV 
electrons 

20000 events
57 events 

0,3%
0 events 

0%
19943 events 

99,7%
Cut is not applied 

(1 event)

Data:
10GeV pion run  

TBMay18 
23000 events

7630 events 
33,2%

9824 events 
42,7%

3664 events 
15,9%

1887 events 
8,2%

10GeV pion run  
TBJune18 

23000 events

17505 events 
76,1%

3685 events 
16%

807 events 
3,5%

1003 events 
4,3%

Of cut-based ParticleID for 10GeV particles. 

>12 cut values for signal/background tuning
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BDT output
10GeV pion selection. 
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Cut-based values

π− vs (μ− + e−)
π− vs μ−
π− vs e−

Pions vs. muons&electrons 

Training/test data: 

• 10GeV MC pions - 20k events (signal)


• 10GeV MC muons - 20k events (bckgr) 

• 10GeV MC electrons - 20k events (bckgr)


• No cuts
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Showering pions vs. muon-like  

Training/test data: 

• 10GeV MC pions - 19,5k events (signal)


• Cut: Shower start < 38 

• 10GeV MC muons - 20k events (bckgr)

π−vs.  muon-like

combined

showering

!12
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Summary and plans
Particle ID

 Cut-based method gives satisfying identification 

- Signal/background tuning is complicated 

 BDT method gives promising results 

Higher quality of identification 

 One parameter tuning will be useful for further calibration/physics analyses 

 Train BDT with all TB energies, other particles (e.g. separate pions and kaons) 

 Improve agreement of data and simulations (work in progress…) 

 Implementation of event quality selection (work in progress…): 

 Multi-particle events 

 Early showering particles



Backup 
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Pion id vs. Background rejection factor
Another representation of BDT results
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Frej =
Nbckgr

NmisID
Rejection factor:

number of events in bckgr test sample

number of misidentified bckgr events
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Observables

Number of hits per event 

   “clean”                  ∙ μ− : Nhits ≈ Nlayers

   Center of gravity in z 

      peaks in the middle of detector  
       
      peaks in the first half of detector 

      more-less spread

∙ μ− : zcog

∙ e− : zcog

∙ π− : zcog

Energy sum per event 

   “clean”                   ∙ μ− : Esum ≈ Nlayers * MIP

For particle ID
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Observables

             Shower start layer number 

  “clean”           no shower  
       
          in the first half of detector 

          more-less spread

∙ μ− :

∙ e− :

∙ π− :

∙ μ− :

∙ e− :

∙ π− :

Fraction of energy in first 25 layers 

fraction peaks at  
       
 fraction  

 fraction more-less spread

25/Nlayers
≈ 1

Shower radius 

      “clean”          no shower (           )  

                  R  has a peak 

              more-less spread

R = 0∙ μ− :
∙ e− :

∙ π− :

(E25l /Etotal)

TBMay 10GeV pion run 
23000 events

For particle ID
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Separation of pion “background”
Comparison of different BDT output
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Particle ID
Cut-based method

*https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7454/contributions/38731/attachments/31380/47203/chadeeva_Fe-W_LLR2017.pdf

Event selection

Test beam single particle identification

Calorimeter-based id by topology and cluster properties

Clustering and shower start finding precedes particle identification.
Set of cut-based topological discriminants is based on published CANs and papers.

Multi-particle events: OR-based combination of discriminants
several clusters in first layers

parallel tracks

too high deposition

Muons or muon-like: complex combination of discriminants
number of hits

energy comparison in calorimeters

track finding

Electrons: AND-based combination of discriminants
cluster radius <37 mm

CoG depth <10·X0
90% of measured energy deposited in first 24·X0
shower start before 6·X0

Hadrons:
remaining species after above rejection

Cherenkov-based discrimination of hadron types

Marina Chadeeva (LPI) CALICE Collaboration meeting @ LLR March 24, 2017 5 / 22

Method* developed for physics prototype by Marina Chadeeva was taken 
as basement:

• Same approach  

• Same variables are used 

• First cut adjustment was done using MC data sets 

simulated and fully reconstructed according to TBMay18 

and TBJune18 setups using QGSP_BERT_HP physics list 

• CALICE software was modified to centralise the 
calculation of all common variables  

• Clustering and tracking analyses are not implemented yet 

• Only AHCAL hits are taken into account 

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7454/contributions/38731/attachments/31380/47203/chadeeva_Fe-W_LLR2017.pdf
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Current cuts

Muon (muon-like) events:

• Hits: 0 < nHits < 70


• (&)Energy: 0 < E < 5 GeV (will be used after 

proper calibration)


• (&)Shower radius: 0 < R < 30 [mm]


• (&)COGz: 260 < zcog < 800 [mm]


• (&)Fraction in first 25 layers: frac25 < 0.95

Electron events:

• Hits: 45 < nHits < 95


• (&)Shower start layer: st < 10


• (&)Shower radius: 0 < r < 65 [mm] 


• (&)COGz: zcog < 400 [mm]


• (&)Fraction in first 25 layers: frac25 > 0.9

Remaining events are classified as hadron events. 


Note: multi-particle event filtering not implemented yet (in todo list).  

For particle ID (10 GeV particles)

Empty events(optional): 

• Hits: nHits < nHits_min



